
New here? Scroll down until you see “the Story ” chapter, and the updates are 
posted chronological with newest on top. 
Discussions and reactions about Nancy’s Exposal: 
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Earth-Changes-Pole-Shift/160997177261147 
(owned by myself) 
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1899799/pg1 
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1900250/pg1 
http://earthchanges.ning.com/profiles/blogs/another-one-bites-the-dust 

______________________________________________________________________ 
19 / 06 / 2012 ( 04:03 UTC+1 ) - “short” UPDATE: Revelations :) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFEjcvIRMDo 
The truth cannot be stopped, this one goes out for all the truthseekers! 
______________________________________________________________________ 
19 / 06 / 2012 ( 00:07 UTC+1 ) - UPDATE: Double Agenda  
Did you noticed the proposed ZT about myself claimed( 
http://poleshift.ning.com/profiles/blogs/disgruntled-former-moderator ) 
[...] 
This issue will blow past within a day, given no credence by the public who sees the 
accuracy of ZetaTalk and is amazed at Nancy’s ability to deal with many scientific issues. 
[...] 
 
So, did this issue blowed past within a day given no credence by the public? 
Lets recap, 

• The PS-Ning is almost standing still. ( One new posting in the last 24+ hours ) 
• The former PS-Facebookpage has the longest discussion EVER, 
• Members are starting to question certain matters on the PS Ning, such as the 

“RedFilter-images” on the PX-related posting, 
• People are still discussing and pondering about the issue (as can be seen from 

the links above), 
• Such as hundreds of people are still reading the document daily! 

 
Does this look like it “blowed past within a day gi ven no credence by the public”?  
Well, you decide, once again. ;) 
 
However, to give you my opinion about that posting and why Nancy claimed this stuff: 
Well of course the Moderator’s were greatly confused as to why I did all this and as such 
were strongly demanding an Answer from Nancy. (Since they believe she is in contact 
with mind-reading ET’s). 
Of course Nancy instantly knew what my “Exposal” was about, so she went to write the 
“disgruntled Moderator posting”, including her usual “Fake-ZT”, that ACTUALLY was 
aimed at the Moderators! 
Why would Nancy state that this would blow past within a day, given no credence by the 
public when the opposet seems to be the case? 
Why did she said I was being remote-viewed, while it was EXACTLY, what I expected 
and told the public? 
 
Well, thats Nancy’s way of trying to calm down panicking Moderator’s by suggesting 
them “Ohhh don’t bother to read or think about this issue, its no biggie! It will blow past 
within a day! Trust me! He was remote-viewed, and they are targeting us once again” (<< 
by suggesting me logical thoughts or what?  Please Moderators forget that RV-BS! She 
tries once again to have you anything, but reading and thinking for yourself!  )  



______________________________________________________________________ 

18 / 06 / 2012 ( 03:54 UTC+1 ) - UPDATE: Dirty Methods  
Did similar cases occured in the past, where Moderator’s noticed mismatch with FACTS 
and where drawn out? YES!  http://website.lineone.net/~brian_gillbanks/tttakeover.htm 
Taken from: http://earthchanges.ning.com/profiles/blogs/another-one-bites-the-dust 
______________________________________________________________________ 
18 / 06 / 2012 ( 02:30 UTC+1 ) - UPDATE: Kindergarten!  
As you may have seen on the Twitter-widget, the Moderator’s bring up very good 
arguments as to why discard my analysis (NOT). 
Beside my Twitter-account was “Planet_X_” and not “Shift_Happens_X” (lol?) , the 
Moderator’s are obviously not able to put their emotions aside and I would highly suggest 
them to calm down and stop suggesting people precast opinio ns!  
Do you think people are dumb? They will be able to figure out for themselves and 
you are only confirming the case that you’re not ab le to read the analysis with an 
open mind! 
Is it my fault that Nancy’s claims do not fit with reality? NO! 

TIME TO WAKE UP, MODERATORS!  
 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 
18 / 06 / 2012 ( 00:12 UTC+1) - UPDATE: Silent Admissions!  



 
 
Firstoff, the “disgruntled Moderator”posting, 
 http://poleshift.ning.com/profiles/blogs/disgruntled-former-moderator  was not composed 
by Gerard. ( I know him for years now and I guess if necessary he will admit himself that 
Nancy has written this! ). 
 
Second, by not adressing the obvious mismatch with FACTS and ignoring most of the 
claims alltogether, except by claiming the Z’s allowed her to make the “Neumayer 
mistake” to draw me out, while lying to all the public  and of course is no suprise  and 
does not change the FACT that the Neumayer-images STILL prove that they are 
lenseflares, such as the ZT does’t change any validity of the other cases!   - 
 

Nancy admits that,  

• I am who I claim to be, (Of course, because she and the Moderators know me 
very well) 

• She removed postings on the Moderator’s Ning while there are no space 
problems at all. (Because she had to alter existing ZT, bring up new ZT or 
because it was just too obvious that her claims do not fit with FACTS, i.e. 
considered “causing doubts”) 

• Is giving “personal ZT” in exchange for people who “voluntarily” offer her financial 
means, by violating her own rules. (Of course, because these people themselves 
can confirm) 

• and admitting the claim that former Moderator’s are supposed to be 
“BlackOperations”, Fakes such as she brought Maria into this story (by 
VIOLATING the privacy of this innocent woman that awake from Nancy’s charade 
and then claimed to be a fake to have the Moderators avoid any contact with her! 
) 

• such as admitting the analysis below is not  incorrect! 



Now you may ask, why did Nancy had to admit these facts? 
Well, she has control over the Moderators, but not to the extend that they consciously lie 
at people! They all know these claims are true and Nancy’s response CONFIRMED!  
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
16 / 06 / 2012 UPDATE - Nancy’s expected response and   CASE 5 - 
“Fake Maria” : 
 
http://poleshift.ning.com/profiles/blogs/disgruntled-former-moderator 
As suspected Nancy is now claiming I was a victim of "Remote Viewing" in order to let 
people believe that these obvious contradictions to reality ,i.e the analysis below, couldn't 
be true, given the "Accuracy" she collected over the years. (Her best argument, since 
she managed to include a lot of authentic information into her claims, however, they still 
remain wrong in detail.  :)  
 
SUCH AS SHE WANTS YOU TO BELIEVE ANYTHING, BUT READING AND 
DRAWING YOUR OWN CONCLUSIONS! 
 
As usual: 
If Nancy gets confronted with the truth she either accepts it quietly, or she hunts you 
down by using her daily means of Manipulation: 

• Bringing up your ego or human status  (as she'd probably love to do in my 
case)  

• or something with yourself as an argument (which is no argument at all),  
• or letting you look bad in any way to put you on th e defense ,  
• bring up previous „ZetaTalks“ to underline her „val idity“ (though they 

mostly dont adress the cases alltogether) ,  
• or suggesting the Moderators constant „Remote viewi ng attacks“ (as she 

hinted on this blog: http://poleshift.ning.com/profiles/blogs/new-zetatalk-on-
psychic-attacks-from-remote-viewers-are-you-a-key ) to suggest them that any 
negative thoughts they have about ZT are not their own which lets them actively 
supress them alltogether, 

• or constant suggestion of mind reading ET's in order to create more blockades in 
the mind to discard any further negative thoughts about Zetatalk, 

• ….and many more techniques which are not so important at this point. 

 
In all:  Means of manipulation to stop you questioning ZT and blindly believe anything 
Nancy says. 
 
and, 
 
What (of course) was to to be expected from Nancy? 
 
She will come-up with some reason to discard what I  am writing here, not adress it 
at all, or claim that im a blackOps or some other B S (which is unlikely to occur 
because she knows I can prove my identity if needed ). 
Or she might be claiming that I was being „Remove v iewed“ and was set on a 
mission to spread „Doubts“ among the Moderators and  the public, so basically 
her usual mind-tricks to dont get you question it a lltogether or discard any more 
research.  
She will say anything, but the truth.  


